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Guide to Remodeling

This light-filled kitchen
is exactly what these
St. Paul homeowners
craved. See more of the
transformation, page 26.

Ready, Set,
Refresh
Your newly purchased house needs help, your dated
kitchen is approaching nonfunctional, your bathroom is
beyond tired. You’re ready to remodel. Congratulations!
But before you leap, do your homework.
STEP 1: EXPLORE

This is the fun part: Read magazines
like this one and use social media resources like Houzz
and Pinterest to collect photos of rooms and space
solutions you love. Attend home tours that showcase the
work of local architects, designers, and builders—actually
meeting the people involved will help you determine
who you’d like to work with. The more research you do
upfront, before you pull the trigger, the smoother the
remodeling process.

pros, suggests the Minnesota chapter of the National
Association of the Remodeling Industry. Determine if you
communicate well with them. These people will essentially
be moving in with you. Will you be comfortable having
them in and around your house? NARI also recommends
verifying that the contractor is licensed by the state,
requesting a list of recently completed projects, and
checking references. (See narimn.org for numbers to
call and handy lists of questions to ask.)

STEP 2: SET A BUDGET

STEP 4: DO YOUR PART

BEFORE
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This is the not-so-fun part, but it’s
essential. Remodeling costs vary enormously, depending
on the scope of the work involved and the material choices
you make. For example, Remodeling magazine’s 2014
Cost vs. Value Report pegs the cost of a midrange kitchen
remodel in Minneapolis at $63,046 and an upscale kitchen
remodel at $121,138. It estimates bathroom remodels at
$19,527 to $57,509, and bathroom additions at $45,357
to $83,191.
Are you gutting the kitchen to the studs? Reconfiguring
space? Adding to the footprint of the house? Reusing
windows or appliances? Using custom cabinetry? Planning
on stone or laminate countertops? Each major design and
material decision affects the bottom line.

STEP 3: HIRE YOUR TEAM

An architect, designer, or builder
can help with planning the space, selecting materials, and
managing your project from start to finish. Follow the rule
of three and interview at least three likely professionals.
Don’t just solicit bids; take the time to interview these

There are endless product choices
for everything from countertops to pendant lights to
decorative hardware—more than 2,000 decisions to
make for even the simplest of kitchen remodels, estimate
the writers of Remodelista: A Manual for the Considered
Home. Be prepared to make decisions—and make them on
schedule— or to live with the delays and increased costs.

STEP 5: KNOW YOURSELF

Decide where to save and where
to splurge. It’s expensive to move plumbing, gas, and
electric wiring. Can they stay in their current locations?
Consider refinishing and reusing existing flooring. Must
cabinetry be custom or will pre-fabricated fit your space
and meet your standards? If you must have that La
Cornue stove or the frameless-glass shower with multiple
showerheads, know that you’ll have to trade off elsewhere
or adjust your budget accordingly. –CHRIS LEE

NOW, BACK TO THE FUN PART: See the following pages for
remodeling inspiration for every room in the house.
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Here Comes the Sun

project:

KITCHEN

A transformed family kitchen
lets in the light
BY ELLEN GUETTLER

| PHOTOS BY SUSAN GILMORE

BEFORE

FAR LEFT The
designers gave
this dark kitchen
a light-filled
makeover by
eliminating a loadbearing column
and opening up
the floor plan.
LEFT The island’s
honed marble is
finished with ogee
edges. Whiteenameled trim
work adds to the
room’s fresh feel.

S

unshine. That’s what these homeowners craved
when they decided to remodel the kitchen of
their home in St. Paul’s Highland Park neighborhood. The wife approached design studio Martha
O’Hara Interiors with a single photograph of
a luminous, airy space that bore no resemblance to their
dark, angular kitchen. “I wanted the sunlight to come in,” she
remembers. “I wanted it lighter and brighter.”
The former kitchen was all wood and wallpaper. Its
centerpiece was an awkward column—a remnant that remained in
an earlier remodel—that
resources
blocked the light from
the small windows that
INTERIOR DESIGNER:
MARTHA O’HARA INTERIORS
faced the backyard and
DESIGNER: CHARLIE & CO.
hindered conversation
DESIGN
BUILDER: JOHN KRAEMER
from one end of the
& SONS
room to the other. The
space seemed made up
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of isolated pockets, hardly ideal for a couple whose four
grown children love nothing more than to spend time
together in their childhood home.
The family considered trading their 1950s-era Colonial
revival for something more modern. “But we love living in
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project:

BELOW
Crown molding,
wainscoting,
and a coffered
ceiling add
subtle detail
and depth to
the kitchen
and informal
dining area.

KITCHEN

St. Paul,” the wife says of their neighborhood of nearly
25 years—the same neighborhood where the husband
operates a family business. A remodel was their chance
to stay, and perhaps, one day, welcome grandchildren into
the home they love.
The kitchen’s strange layout demanded structural alterations, so Martha O’Hara interior designer Kristy Conlin
joined forces with residential designer Charlie Simmons of
Charlie & Co. and builder John Kraemer & Sons. The team
eliminated the conspicuous load-bearing column by embedding a series of steel beams within the ceiling.
The kitchen doubled in size by annexing the adjacent
library, an equally dark space the family seldom used. The
newly open floor plan accommodates an informal eating
area where a curved bay window offers sparkling views of
the backyard swimming pool and sport court.
To flood the newly unobstructed space with natural
light, the small kitchen window was transformed into 8
feet of glass, with French doors that open onto a deck that
overlooks the backyard. A generous island is the room’s
radiant centerpiece. Its honed marble countertop melts
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into ogee edges. The island’s sink is deep enough to hold
a dinner party’s worth of dirty dishes, a must for a couple
that loves to entertain.
White-enameled cabinets reflect light throughout the
room, and Conlin mixed warm, beige drapery panels with
light gray upholstery to keep the space warm and inviting.
Crown molding, along with wainscoting and a coffered ceiling for greater depth, add more subtle detail. The polished
nickel faucet and fixtures lend an antique feel, while the
dark, rift-cut white-oak flooring and black via lattea granite
countertops provide contrast to the room’s bright white
palette. Light fixtures chosen for their warmth blend silver
leaf, nickel, and antique brass.
A walnut-topped desk in the eating area gives the wife a
spot to work without taking over the kitchen table or being
isolated from the rest of the family. It’s yet another feature
that lets the family enjoy valuable time together, something
they hope to do a lot of in the years to come.
ELLEN GUETTLER IS A MINNEAPOLIS FREELANCE WRITER.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON FEATURED PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS, SEE PAGE 52.

